Visualization of membrane domains like lipid rafts in natural or artificial membranes is a crucial task for cell biology. For this purpose, fluorescence microscopy is often used. Since fluorescing probes in lipid membranes partition specifically in e.g. local liquid disordered or liquid ordered environments, the consequent changes in their orientation and location are both theoretically and experimentally of interest. Here we focused on a liquid disordered membrane phase and performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the indocarbocyanine DiD probes by varying the length of the attached alkyl tails and also the length of the cyanine backbone. From the probed compounds in a DOPC lipid bilayer at ambient temperature, a varying orientation of the transition dipole moment was observed, which is crucial for fluorescence microscopy and which, through photoselection, was found to be surprisingly more effective for asymmetric probes than for the symmetric ones. Furthermore, we observed that the orientation of the probes was dependent on the tail length; with the methyls or propyls attached, DiD oriented with its tails facing the water, contrary to the ones with longer tails. With advanced hybrid QM/MM calculations we show that the different local environment for differently oriented probes affected the one-photon absorption spectra, that was blue-shifted for the short-tailed DiD with respect to the DiDs with longer tails. We show here that the presented probes can be successfully used for fluorescence microscopy and we believe that the described properties bring further insight for the experimental use of these probes.
Introduction
Studying lipids is one of the most crucial tasks in cell biology. Lipids are one of the constituents of cells membranes that separate the interior environment of the cells from outside and regulate the flux of biomolecules and xenobiotics into the cells [1] . The function of cell membranes is, however, not only as a physical barrier. A significant proportion of enzymes in our body interact with membranes or even become a part of the membrane, such as pores, transporters, drug metabolizing enzymes etc. [2] [3] [4] and their function is significantly affected by the composition of the membrane [5] , in which the lipids are the most important constituents arranged into a lipid bilayer.
The lipid composition of the membranes governs the adopted phase [5] . In artificial, single component membranes, lipids with long saturated tails tend to adopt a gel phase at body temperature, short or unsaturated one adopt the fluid phase. Addition of cholesterol into lipid membranes facilitates formation of the liquid-ordered phase. Natural cell membranes are composed of a huge variety of lipids and these lipid mixtures tend to form domains of specific phase, thickness, permeability etc. [6, 7] The ordered domains accommodate a variety of membrane proteins and their visualization is then a crucial task for cell biology.
For visualization of lipid membranes fluorescence techniques are often used. Especially effective is fluorescence microscopy, in particular when lasers are used which bear a high signal to noise ratio [8, 9] . For this technique, fluorescence probes are embedded into the membrane. The laser beam scans the surface of the membrane and excites the fluorophores. The orientation of the probe is crucial due to the photoselection. For the underlying theory the reader is referred to fluorescence textbooks, such as Lakowicz [10] . In short, the resulting effect is that the efficiency of the excitation is governed by the angle θ between the electric field vector of the polarized excitation light and the transition dipole moment (TDM) of the probe following a cos 2 θ dependence. In the case of oriented lipid bilayers and the excitation beam perpendicular to the membrane plane, this practically means that the most efficient probes for fluorescence microscopy lay with their TDM parallel to the membrane plane.
A probe often used in fluorescence microscopy is the cyanine derivative 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′tetramethylindodicarbo-cyanine (DiD, Figure 1 ) [9, 11] . Until recently, DiD has most commonly been known to reside in liquid disordered membrane phases which consist mostly of unsaturated lipids with rather limited tail lengths. However, DiD derivatives with longer tails are found in liquid ordered phases for which DiD's fluorescence emission can be used as a visualization tool [12, 13] . In our previous work, we proved that DiD can be found in liquid ordered membranes, too, using a well defined ratio of sphingolipids, phospholipids and cholesterol [14] . In all these works, DiD orients itself roughly parallel to the membrane surface [15] and as such is a well working probe for optical techniques in biological tissues. The two long saturated tails (octadecyl) attached to the cyanine backbone are incorporated within lipid tails [14, 16] . Rather than highlighting the differences of the DiD derivatives for the various lipid phases, we focus in the current study on the influence of the tails on the trajectories and inherent properties of the probes in the liquid disordered phase. Following a study of Ackerman et al., the indocarbocyanine probes are found to disturb their environment only locally and have a negligible effect on the lipid patches of a few hundred lipids [17] . Gullapalli et al. discussed the location and orientation of a probe with a cyanine bridge of only three atoms through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in a high temperature DPPC lipid bilayer [18] . In line with other theory oriented studies discussing the role of a hydrocarbon tail in anchoring and tuning the location of fluorescent probes in membranes [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , it can now be assessed if the short-chain hydrocarbon substituents play a minor role in the positioning of the dye, whilst systematically probing to assess the influence of the longer tail.
The electronic structure of the cyanine backbone of the DiD dye is rather interesting and knowledge of its position and orientation with respect to its environment is known to be decisive for the linear and non-linear optical properties. For the cyanines, the relatively large gap between the one-photon allowed first excited state and two-photon allowed second excited state is of importance for its properties and has been the subject of various methodological studies [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Depending on the position of e.g. counter-ions with respect to the cyanine, its geometry gets symmetry broken and the mean bond length alternations are enhanced. As a consequence, also the two-photon absorption cross sections for the lowest excited states are increased [29] . The use of these (non) linear optical techniques depends on the area of interest: in all-optical switching applications and telecommunication, it is considered a loss which should be avoided while in microscopy, it can be used to visualize or discriminate between areas with different characteristics [30] . In the case of DiD, we proved that the SHG data obtained by means of hyper-Rayleigh scattering and by electric field induced second harmonic generation reveal differences in polarization of the probe in different membranes and membrane phases. In a liquid ordered, 2:1 SM:Chol membrane mixture, it has been seen that the DiD 18-18 probe was positioned very high in the membrane and experienced profound influence of the water layer [14] . This particular location was reflected by the two-photon absorption results, which differed from the ones obtained for simulations of the probe in other membranes, where the photochromic part of the dye was located in between the lipid tails [16] .
A natural question which arises further is whether the spectroscopic insights can be maximized by manipulating the tails, which is relatively easy to achieve through the synthesis process. To what extent can the tails of the probe affect the rules of photoselection, which are found to be dependent on the orientation of the probe with respect to an external laboratory frame? If it can be assumed that the external electric field of light is applied with a field vector parallel to the membrane plane, it is known that the angle of the transition dipole of the fluorophore should be almost parallel to the field vector. This principle becomes even more restrictive in case of multi photon absorption [10] .
Another point whereby the effect can be exploited through the development of cyanine based membrane probes focusses on the changing electronic properties of the DiD-like probes when the backbone is extended. The ratio of the energy of the first and second excited state stays constant when the length increases [28, 31] , while through the principle of a particle in a box, the excitation energies as a whole decrease. Consequently, the fluorescence energies decrease, too: the member of the DiD family with a cyanine backbone with only 3 carbon atoms fluoresces in orange, while the ones with 5 and 7 carbon atoms are seen in the red and infrared, respectively [32, 33] . Following the excitation energies, the chances for photodamage through the use of these probes decrease, too.
The choice for a probe is therefore a delicate one as advantages and disadvantages have to be weighted out against each other. In the current study, we focused on the consequences of slightly modified geometries of the DiD probe upon its behaviour in the lipid bilayer membranes. We modified the length of its tails from one to 22 carbons, varied the saturation of its tails as well as the length of the conjugated backbone (from five to nine carbons, see Figure 1 and Table 1 ). We analysed their location, orientation and surrounding environment in order to evaluate their performance as probes for the fluorescence microscopy. Table 1 . Table 1 : Cyanine backbone or alkyl tails` lengths (n, R 1 , R 2 ; see Figure 1 ) and the efficiency of the photoselection in fluorescence microscopy <cos 2 θ> (θ is the angle of TDM in respect of the membrane plane)
As y m m etr ic 2 (CH 2 ) 5 CH 3 (CH 2 ) 2 CH 3 0.92 a <cos 2 θ> is averaged over simulation time b DiD(C7) and DiD(C9) denote the DiD probes with a cyanine backbone of 7 and 9 carbon atoms, respectively (see value of n).
Methods
We studied the DiD probes varying their tail length. These cyanine based probes have a single positive charge in their singlet ground state. Further, we created DiDs with unsaturated tail(s), and we varied the length of the cyanine backbone of DiD from 5 carbons till 7 and 9 carbons. The list of all studied DiD molecules can be found in Figure 1 and Table 1 . DiD topologies were built based on a RESP procedure [34] with Gaussian 16 [35] based on an electrostatic potential surface calculated by B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory [36, 37] following the so-called Duan [38] model with an IEFPCM diethylether solvent ( r = 4.24). The RESP procedure was performed by Antechamber from the AMBER 11 software package [39] . The geometry parameters were generated by tleap from the same software package, following the same procedure as in ref. [40] . Special attention has been paid to the parametrization of the cyanine backbone dihedral angles, whose potential energy surfaces have been calculated at the quantum chemical CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory. For atom types we used GROMOS43a1-s3 force field [41] , which mimics drug-membrane interactions well [40] .
For accelerating the incorporation of DiDs into the membrane and to obtain generally faster dynamics, we used a fluid phase, pre-equilibrated dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) bilayer membrane analogous to the ones used in our previous work [42] with 64 lipids per leaflet. Lipids were modelled by a GROMOS 43a1-s3 force field [41, [43] [44] [45] , fully hydrated with the SPC/E model [46] . A physiological 0.15 M concentration of Na + and Clions was maintained. The DiD molecules were added to the water phase at the top of the simulation box; one DiD molecule was inserted per simulation box.
All MD simulations were performed in GROMACS 5.1.4 [47] with a Nosé-Hoover [48, 49] thermostat maintaining the temperature to 298 K (time constant 0.5 ps) and with an anisotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat [50] set to 1 bar (time constant 5 ps). The electrostatic interactions were treated explicitly to 1.4 nm and a particle-mesh Ewald summation [51] was applied. van der Waals interactions were cut off to 1.4 nm, while LINCS constraints [52] were applied on all bonds. The integration step of 2 fs was used and the simulations were carried out for 400-700 ns. We considered the simulations as converged within ~30 ns after DiD entered the membrane (center of mass of DiD nitrogens was found below the level of DOPC phosphates) and started the analysis at this time (Table S1 ). MD simulations have been further analyzed using internal GROMACS tools with the membrane oriented in xy plane with an axis perpendicular to the membrane surface in the z-direction. For the purpose of the position analysis, 0 in the z-axis was placed in the center of mass of the membrane.
For several probes (DiD 1-1, 14-3, 22-3) we performed additional simulations in order to gain more statistical certainty. However, as we did not observe any significant difference in location or orientation (Figures S11 and S12) we focused further on a single run for each of the systems that we present here. 
For the description of the effect of the environment on the optical properties of the probes we calculated one-photon absorption (OPA) spectra for DiD 1-1 and DiD 6-3 in vacuum and membrane environment. For OPA in vacuum we used first excited singlet state energies on the CAM-B3LYP level of theory [53] with the cc-pVDZ basis set [37] , same setup was used for OPA in SCRF solvents, diethylether and ethanol. CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ was benchmarked against other TDDFT functionals as well as post-Hartree Fock methods in previous works by our group and found to correctly reproduce the energetics [54] . For the role of membrane environment we extracted 40 random frames from the last 200 ns of the MD simulations of DiD 1-1 and DiD 6-3. We applied the same approach as in other works of our group as well as other authors [14, 30, 54, 55] . We extracted by a cylindrical cutoff of 2 nm the lipids around the DiD and a we also used a semispherical cutoff of 1.5 nm for the solvent. The QM/MM calculations were performed with the electrostatic embedding method implemented in Dalton2016 [56, 57] . The system is then described by two different approaches: the DiD probe is described by CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ, while the surrounding environment is described by a molecular mechanics force field, which was used in the previous MD simulations. We investigated the absorption spectrum of all 40 frames; the simulated excitation energies gave rise to vertical absorption lines while a Gaussian broadening with a FWHM of 8 nm has been used to construct the envelope.
Results and Discussion

DiD parameterization
The length of the alkyl chain did not influence the charge distribution in the DiD head. We calculated the partial charges by the RESP approach and observed a conserved charge distribution along the cyanine backbone and in most regions of the cyanine rings ( Figure S1 ). The only significant difference (more than 0.1 e -) was observed for DiD 1-1, where the nitrogen atoms are slightly positively charged, as well as the methyl groups attached to them. In all other cases the nitrogen atoms were found to have a small negative charge that did not differ significantly between individual molecules.
Further we analysed the energy barriers for the cyanine backbone twisting by potential energy scans along three dihedral angles (the other three are considered as symmetrical images). The potential energy scans revealed significant energy barriers which increased towards the center of the cyanine bridge: it amounts to 15 kcal/mol for the 'nitro' dihedral angle which starts at the nitrogen atom, reaches 21 kcal/mol for the next dihedral angle and gets even to 24 kcal/mol for the 'mid' one in the middle of the cyanine bridge ( Figure S2 ). Consequently, the rotation was found highly unlikely and a cis-trans isomerization has not been seen in the MD calculations. Since especially these dihedral angles are crucial for a further description of the dye, we fitted the obtained scans with the Ryckaert-Bellemans [58] potential and used the parameters for our MD simulations (Table S2) .
MD simulations
During our simulations, all DiD probes entered the membrane and accommodated below the head groups region (Table S1, Figure S3 ). We monitored the position of DiDs nitrogen atoms' center of mass (effectively the middle of the cyanine backbone) and observed that the probes with two long tails (bearing 18 carbons, further called 'long tail') is located ~1.5 nm from the membrane center ( Figure 2 ), in agreement with our previous work [14] . When unsaturations are available in the tails, no significant change in the position was observed. A difference is seen between the DiD probes with a cyanine bridge of 5 carbons and the ones with 7 or 9 carbon atoms, that are located 0.3 nm and 0.4 nm deeper, respectively. The longer cyanine backbone behaves here as a larger hydrophobic part of the molecule (with respect to a cyanine bridge of 5 carbons), dragging it deeper into the hydrophobic membrane region.
Most of the DiD derivatives are located deeper in the membrane than the long tail ones. Most of the probes were located around 1.2 nm from the middle of the membrane (Figure 2 ). This is valid for asymmetric probes with both a propyl tail and with a tail whose length ranges from six to 22 carbons (further called 'asymmetric'). Shortening both tails to propyl (DiD 3-3) or methyl (DiD 1-1) leads again to a further position of the probes (up to 1.6 nm, these probes are further called 'short tail'). All of the groups of probes entered the membrane freely and we did not observe any DiD permeation, in agreement with a penetration barrier of 6 kcal/mol found through z-constraint simulations for DiD 18-18 [14] . Up till now, it has been generally assumed that the DiDs are oriented with their cyanine backbones parallel to the membrane plane. The orientation of the transition dipole moment (TDM) is important for fluorescence microscopy, and in DiD the TDM is oriented along the cyanine backbone [14] . In the current work, we assume that the electric field vector of a linearly polarized beam, as used in fluorescence microscopy, lays parallel to the membrane plane. Due to the principle of photoselection, the ensemble average of the angle θ between TDM and the electric field vector governs the efficiency of the excitation essentially through a <cos 2 θ> dependence. The highest efficiency was found with 'short tail' probes with average of <cos 2 θ> of 0.89 (for values for individual probes see Table 1 or S1). Surprisingly, the photoselection efficiency for both symmetric 'long tail' and 'short tail' probes was lower at 0.79. On the other hand, according to our simulations, the photoselection with a symmetrical DiD molecule with a cyanine bridge of 9 carbons [DiD(C9)] is most opportune (cos 2  = 0.87), corresponding with the most populated  at 90° ( Figure S4 ). We remark that this probe is positioned the deepest in the membrane and is therefore influenced the least by charges present at the top and by water at the interface.
Most populated were the states where the DiD was oriented slightly tilted with the nitrogen bearing a shorter alkyl tail further from the membrane center ( Figure 2 ) and the angle of TDM to the z-axis varied within ~60 -105 deg (Table S1 ). Here the level of tilting does not correlate with the length of the longest tail as e.g. for DiD 22-3 where the cyanine bridge is most probably oriented parallel to the membrane surface. For DiD 18-3, on the other hand, the main angle of TDM to the z-axis already diminished to 75°. These examples express the importance of the length of both tails in the orientation of the probe. For the symmetric DiD(C5) probes, the most probable orientation was around ~65°, as well as for DiD(C7). However, the orientation of the TDM was very variable during all simulations ( Figure S4 ).
The length of the tails indeed affects the orientation of the DiD as a whole. In all cases the DiDs were in all-trans conformation (data not shown) and both their alkyl tails faced approximately the same direction. When at least one of the alkyl tails was six or more carbons long, the whole DiD oriented its nitrogen atoms (and correspondingly the alkyl tails) towards the hydrophobic membrane interior (Figures 3, S5 ). But if both tails were short (a chain of only three carbons or even one single methyl group; 'short tail' probes), the hydrophobic interactions were not strong enough and the nitrogens were facing the membrane/water interface. This explains as well the relatively high position of the center of mass between both nitrogen atoms for these two DiD probes (see Figure 2 ). The longer alkyl tails of the DiDs are organized similarly as lipid tails. The deuterium order parameters |S CD | of DOPC and those of the 'long tail' probes are comparable ( Figure S6 ). As the DiD chains are mostly parallel to lipid tails ( Figure S5 ), |S CD | show that the DiD chains are slightly less ordered than those of DOPC in that specific depth and this is valid also for unsaturated tails or for the DiD(C7) or DiD(C9). Long tails permeating to the other leaflet are very disordered. In the 'asymmetric' probes, the order parameter for the shorter chains decays steeply to zero and might point therefore at a very disordered behaviour. It can be remarked that we are limited in the current model with a united atom force field and that we only consider here three atoms in a chain, while the |S CD | calculation takes the neighbouring carbons into account (see e.g. ref [59] for details). Interesting is the case of DiD 10-3. From the data shown in Figure S5 , it is seen that from all probes considered, both tails of DiD 10-3 are the most perpendicularly oriented with respect to the z-axis. An analysis of the order parameters indicates that the order increases along the longer tail of DiD 10-3, but decreases for all other probes.
The longer alkyl tails are embedded in the membrane hydrophobic core. The shorter tails do not reach the membrane middle, from the ten carbons per tail they start to participate in the overall density of the membrane middle ( Figure S7 , Table S1 ). Prolonging the alkyl tail even more, to 14 carbons, it is slightly able to intercalate into the opposite membrane leaflet. The level of participation in the density of the original membrane leaflet is dependent on the length of the alkyl tail: whether none, one or both tails reach the middle of the membrane ( Figure S7) . A deeper position of the cyanine head in DiD(C7) and DiD(C9) leads to a higher fraction of DiD mass in the membrane middle and in the opposite membrane leaflet (Table S1 ).
Overall, the position and orientation of DiDs are heavily dependent on the length of their alkyl tails. The 'short tail' DiDs (<=3 carbons) orient with the nitrogens and tails facing the water, in all other cases the tails are embedded in between lipid tails. Increasing the length of the tails, the DiDs are 'pulled' into the membrane by hydrophobic interactions. And the 'long tail' ones (18 carbons and more) the DiDs are again 'pushed' out of the membrane (Figure 2 ) due to geometrical constraintsthe membrane leaflet is not thick enough to accommodate the whole alkyl tail. As most of the molecules stays in one membrane leaflet and the membrane middle is known for its low density [60] , the excess groups of the tails are likely to accommodate mostly in the membrane's centre. Based on the various interactions in a lipid bilayer, it can therefore be said that the longer tails not only adjust themselves with respect to the position of the probe as reported previously [22] , but that it can be argued that they also influence it considerably.
Being positioned below lipid head groups, DiDs are in close contact with polar lipid atoms. For 'short tail' DiDs, the cyanine bridge is found at the same distance from the membrane centre as the carbonyl and glycerol oxygens of both DOPC tails (See Figure S8) , which is in line with what has been seen in previous studies on NBD phospholipid probes [20, 22] . For the 'asymmetric' probes, which are located closer to the membrane's centre, the tilt of the backbone becomes important as the stabilizing electrostatic interactions with polar head groups are only possible for the 'higher' lying part of the probe. Comparing Figure 2 with Figure S8 , the orientation of the 'long tail' probes enables a stabilized position of one of the two nitrogen atoms above the lower oxygens of the glycerol groups in the DOPC lipids, while the other nitrogen is found considerably deeper, at a distance in which interactions with lipid oxygens are hardly possible. The double bond in the tails of the DOPC lipids is too deeply buried in the membrane to interact profoundly with the probes. A membrane is furthermore characterized by a balance between repulsive pressure interactions between lipids and a more cohesive effect of hydrophobic tensions which gathers the lipid tails and separates them from the water phase. The position and orientation of the various probes with different tails is therefore an interplay of packing effects, of through space interactions between the cyanine backbone and the headgroups of the lipids, and of steric hindrances.
Not only do the lipid atoms in the surrounding environment differ, but also the hydration of DiDs varies with their position and orientation. The radial distribution function (RDF) of water oxygens around the DiD nitrogen atoms revealed that the water around DiD 1-1 and 3-3 was significantly closer than for the other molecules with the first peak at ~0.5 nm ( Figure S9 ). The DiD with longer tails have the first peak at ~0.7 nm. Such a different level of hydration can affect the spectroscopical properties of DiDs in the membranes.
One-photon absorption (OPA)
In order to describe the role of the DiD position and orientation, we calculated OPA spectra for DiD 1-1 and 6-3 ( Figure 4 ). In vacuum, the major HOMO->LUMO transitions for both probes have similar energies and are therefore seen at 485 nm for DiD 1-1 and at 488 nm for DiD 6-3. In diethyl-ether and ethanol, with relative permittivities of 4.24 and 24.85, respectively, the absorption lines are found at 570 nm and 600 nm for DiD 1-1 and 570 nm and 598 nm for DiD 6-3, respectively. A red shift is thus seen for both molecules when the dielectic constant of the solvent increases. The calculated spectra should be taken with respect to the experimental absorption peak of DiD 1-1, 647 nm in ethanol [61] . We are aware of the observed difference and focus here rather on the relative differences.
In membranes, these two probes are located at different depths with respect to the water layer and most importantly, they are oriented in different ways. DiD 1-1 is mainly characterized by its tails pointing towards the water layer while DiD 6-3 is oriented with its tails going into the membrane, comparable to all other probes with longer tails (Figure 3) . The calculated OPA spectra in the membrane show a red shift in respect to vacuum: the major HOMO -> LUMO peak is now located at 505 nm for DiD 1-1 and at 548 nm for DiD 6-3. The latter is close to the major absorption peak of DiD 18-18, which was simulated previously and for which a wavelength of 558 nm was found in DOPC [16] . The orientations of DiD 18-18 and DiD 6-3 in the membrane are further on very comparable and these two compounds are found at the same distance from the water layer ( Figure S8 ). It is interesting to note that the red shift of DiD 1-1 in the lipid bilayer is rather limited compared to the one of DiD 6-3, which is located almost 4 Å deeper in the membrane. For DiD 1-1, the nitrogens are in close contact with the polar groups, which can be found all around the probe. DiD 6-3, however, can be found below the charged headgroups of the lipids, which causes a stronger anisotropic polarization of the molecule. The lipid bilayer around this cyanine based probe disturbs thus the symmetric electronic configuration of the dye, which is seen in the expressed bathochromic shift. It can be concluded that the location and orientation of the probes in the membrane significantly influences the resulting spectra. These results are in line with simulations of electric field induced second harmonic generation and hyper Rayleigh scattering for DiD 18-18, which revealed differences in polarization dependent on the probe's surrounding lipid and lipid phase [16] . 
Conclusion
In our study we investigated the DiD derivates with a variation of the alkyl tail lengths. Varying the tail lengths, the major aspects of the DiD behaviour are still preservedthe probes enter the membranes easily and spontaneously and orient approximately parallel to the membrane surface, generally well for the fluorescence microscopy. For fluorescence microscopy with an incoming field having a transition state dipole moment parallel to the membrane surface, the photoselection for fluorescence microscopy was the most efficient for asymmetric probes like DiD with tails of 6 and 3 carbon atoms. It was even found to be considerably larger than for the ones with two symmetric tails. Furthermore, the DiDs with the shortest tails (three carbons and less) were oriented opposite to the longer onesthey faced the water phase with their nitrogen atoms and were in closer contact with water. Consequently, the absorption spectra calculated through the use of hybrid quantum mechanicsmolecular mechanics approach showed a blue-shift for the short-tail DiD 1-1. Based on their macroscopic properties namely position and orientation, we showed here that the presented probes can be successfully used for optical microscopy in biological environments. Since also the phase preference of the probes might be affected by the lengths of the asymmetric tails, further systematic investigation into the consequences of the lengths of the alkyl chains is needed.
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